OVERVIEW: Sec. 15.2 of S.L. 2018-5, eliminates the adjustment factors that the Department of Commerce applied to change county's tier designation for various programs including the Job Development Investment Grant Program (JDIG). The new methodology for ranking counties applies to economic development awards occurring on or after January 1, 2019.

CURRENT LAW: Under G.S. 143B-437.08, the Department of Commerce annually ranks the State's 100 counties for economic distress based on 4 development factors: unemployment, median household income, growth in population, and assessed property value. Once ranked, counties are grouped into 4 development tiers: 40 lowest ranked counties are tier 1 (most distressed), the next 40 counties are tier 2, and the highest 20 counties are tier 3 (least distressed). Statutory adjustment factors modify the tier ranking of a county based on the population and poverty rate.

BILL ANALYSIS: Sec. 15.2 of S.L. 2018-5, eliminates the adjustment factors that the Department of Commerce applied to change county's tier designation for various programs including the Job Development Investment Grant Program (JDIG).

The section also creates the county economic growth assessments and assistance program starting in 2018. Under the program, the Department of Commerce must annually compare the latest determined statewide values to each county's development factors, report to each county any areas of performance below that of the statewide value, and offer assistance to each county to improve performance on the economic indicator. The Department of Commerce must report the results of the program to the Joint Legislative Economic Development and Global Engagement Oversight Committee.

EFFECTIVE DATE: The new methodology for ranking counties applies to economic development awards occurring on or after January 1, 2019. The county economic growth assessments and assistance program is effective immediately.